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ART. IX.-.A new .Meteoric Iron and an Iron oj doubiful 
nature " by R. B. RIGGs. 
The Abert Iron. 
THIS meteorite was found entire and unlflbeled in a collection 
of minerals made by the late Col. J. J. Abert, and presented to 
the National Museum by his son, Mr. J. T. Abert. It weighed 
originally 456 grams. Its specific gravity was found to be 7'89. 
Its cross section measured 50mm by 37mm• An analysis gave it 
the following composition: 
Fe ... _ 92'04 
Ni .. __ 7'00 
Co.___ '68 
P __ . _. '08 
S ___ . _ '01 
Graphite ___ . __ 
C (com bined) __ '03 '02 
In composition, therefore, it is similar to the Nelson County 
meteorite. Nitric acid brought out characteristic Widman-
sUi,tten figures of the, same octahedral marking with, though 
somewhat coarser "than, those of the Grand Rapids meteorite. 
The fracture is distinctly octahedral. 
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An Iron of doubtful O1·igin. 
'l'his iron was found on the farm of A. L. Hodge, three miles 
southwest of New Market Station, Jefferson County, Tennessee, 
in a region full of small iron furnaces, whence have come a 
number of pseudo-meteorites, among others the Hominy Creek, 
Rutherfordton and Oampbell County irons. Special inquiries 
were therefore made by Professor Ira Sayles, who obtained it, 
as to the presence of furnaces in the vicinity. The immediate 
locality seemed to be free from them. The iron, full of cavi-
ties, is characterized by extreme hardness. Its weight was 640 
grams, its specific gravity 7'61. Analysis determined its com-
position as follows: 
Fc ____ 88'27 
Ni ___ _ '76 
Co____ '19 
Cu_ _ _ _ '03 
As _ _ _ _ t1'. 
Mn __ _ 6'73 
Mg ___ '14 
p ---- ---- ----Si ___________ _ 
Graphite _____ _ 
C (combined) __ 
1'80 
'15 
'86 
1'46 
100'39 
Treated with mtrIC acid, the polished surface developed 
quite fine markings not nnlike Widmanstiitten figures. rrhe 
high percentage in manganese is possibly an objection to as-
cribing to it a meteoric origin. The presence of manganese, 
however, and in considerable quantities, is not so uncommon 
as many think. The Claibol'l1e and Ditburg meteorites, both 
of unquestioned meteoric origin, contain respectively 3'24 per 
cent and 4'00 per cent. 
Laboratory U. S. Geological Survey, Feb. 2, 1887. 
